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ProblemProblemProblemProblem DDDD

HunterHunterHunterHunter

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription
One day, a hunter named James went to a mysterious area to find the treasures.

James wanted to research the area and brought all treasures that he could.
The area can be represented as a N*M rectangle. Any points of the rectangle is a

number means the cost of research it,-1 means James can't cross it, James can start at
any place out of the rectangle, and explore point next by next. He will move in the
rectangle and bring out all treasures he can take. Of course, he will end at any border
to go out of rectangle(James will research every point at anytime he cross because he
can't remember whether the point are researched or not).

Now give you a map of the area, you must calculate the least cost that James
bring out all treasures he can take(one point up to only one treasure).Also, if nothing
James can get, please output 0.

InputInputInputInput
The input consists of T test cases. The number of test cases T is given in the first

line of the input. Each test case begins with a line containing 2 integers N M ,
(1<=N,M<=200), that represents the rectangle. Each of the following N lines contains
M numbers(0~9),represent the cost of each point. Next is K(1<=K<=13),and next K
lines, each line contains 2 integers x y means the position of the treasures, x means
row and start from 0, y means column start from 0 too.

OutputOutputOutputOutput
For each test case, you should output only a number means the minimum cost.
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